
hitting drills

  1) Set up and Stance: Players need a pre-pitch routine. They need to take their time and go

through their routine between pitches. This includes a check list; making sure their feet are in

the right position, their knees are bent, they are in motion, knuckle alignment and hand slot is

right, that they are athletic, and focused. 

 2) Load: Hitting is about timing. Hitters need to mirror the rhythm of the pitcher. When the

pitcher goes back to throw the ball, hitter go back to. This is called “loading”. If a player’s load

timing is off, their contact timing will be off as well.

 3) Stride: As the pitcher gets to his release point, hitters pick their front foot up, or stride.

Stride timing is very important as the swing starts as soon as the front foot lands. This forward

motion to the baseball is important for timing, and for power.

 4) Launch Point: The position the hitter lands in is called their “launch point”. This is the

position a hitter swing from. As the hitter’s front foot lands from their stride, their back side

releases, and their back hip starts turning towards the baseball. At the same time, the hands

are still back.

 5) Contact: Contact includes the bat path to the ball. Once a player’s lower body positioning

is right, they release their hands. The bat should travel down to flat, meaning the hands and

bat should travel on a downward plane until the barrel of the bat is flat behind the ball, and

then it should stay flat through the zone. There will always be some bat and torso “angle”.

Angle is dictated by pitch location. At contact, the hitter’s backside should be through the

ball, the front side should be firm and locked into place, and their hands should be inside the

ball.

 6) Finish: After contact, a player should be balanced. Young players should finish with two

hands on the bat. Older players should finish with one. 

HITTING MECHANICS

Notes: When you teach hitting, or evaluate hitters, work from the ground up, and go one

body part at a time. First, we need to break hitting mechanics of hitting into 6 parts.



SEE the ball drill

Purpose

Batter works on keeping their head still.

Set Up

Batter stands at the batting tee.

Instructions

Batter gets into good stance beside tee.1.

The tee is empty – no ball is placed on it.2.

Batter loads, swings and freezes.3.

Through the entire process batter’s head should remain still and their eyes should be

locked on the top of the tee.

4.

Unfreeze and repeat the drill.5.

Drill can also be run without a bat.6.

Coaching Tips

When setting up, lead foot should always be lined up with the back of the tee.

Batter should be lining up in a position where if there was a ball on the tee they would

be hitting it out in front of their body.

The key in this drill is that the batter’s head should not move and their eyes should

remain focused on the area at the top of the tee all the way through.



positive/negative drill

Purpose

Develops balance during the swing.

Drill Setup

Batter stands at home plate.

Coach draws a line in the dirt at the center of the batter’s body.

How it Works

Batter gets into stance.1.

Batter goes through their swing.2.

Coaching Tips

Batter should be setting up centered over the line. Then as they load up their body they

go behind the line. When they finish swinging, their body finishes in front of the line.

Batters must use the back side of their body to drive forward during their swing. One of

the biggest mistakes young hitters make is collapsing on the back side.

Center line should be directly down from the belly button and nose.



step drill

Purpose

Prevents batter from stepping out during their swing.

Drill Setup

Batter stands in normal batting stance.

Place a cone or towel or something else soft where the batter is stepping out.

How it Works

Batter gets into normal stance.1.

Cone or towel or other item is placed on the ground where step out occurs.2.

Batting practice is thrown – either by coach or pitching machine.3.

Batter knows by feel and coach by sight if batter steps out during swing.4.

Coaching Tips

In this drill, it’s better to use something soft like a cone or towel instead of something

hard and potentially dangerous like a bat, bucket, or a ladder. You just want the batter

to be aware of what they are doing.

Batter should be taking a nice, small stride right toward the pitcher.



fast hands drill

Purpose

Develops fast hands for hitting.

Set Up

Batter gets into stance at home plate or another location on field.

Coach stands to batter’s side.

Instructions

Batter gets into stance.

They grip their bat by taking their bottom hand and moving it all the way up to the top of

the bat handle. Then they invert top hand so palm is pointed toward the pitcher. They then

place their hand above their bottom hand and lines the bat up in their top hand’s fingertips.

Coach soft tosses ball to batter who swings and hits it.

Coaching Tips

Batter should be aggressive, keep head down and snap the bat through the hitting zone.

Look for a swing over the top of the tee with positive forward motion toward the ball.

Top hand should really be snapping and pushing the barrel through the zone.



two tee drill

Purpose

Batter practices hitting the ball out in front of the body.

Drill Setup

Place two tees at the plate.

Tee 1 should be at batter’s belly button and approximately waist high.

Tee 2 should be out in front of tee 1 and slightly lower.

How it Works

Batter sets up at tee 1.1.

Batter swings over tee 1, which does not have a ball on it, and hits the ball off tee 2.2.

Batter freezes at end of follow-through.3.

Then batter resets and repeats the drill.4.

Coaching Tips

Batter should be swinging down and over tee 1 and then along the same plane as the

ball on tee 2.

Batter should keep eyes on the ball on tee 2 during their entire swing.



high low toss drill

Purpose

Improves vision, bat speed and timing

Set Up

For younger teams, assign a coach or parent helper to each player, who will act as the

tosser.

Older players can partner up and toss to each other.

The tosser kneels at a 45 degree angle from the hitter 8-10 feet away, holding two balls

stacked one on top of the other.

The hitter sets up at a plate with their helmet and bat.

Instructions

The tosser lobs both balls into the strike zone and calls out “High!” or “Low!”1.

The hitter identifies the target ball, swings and tries to hit a line drive.2.

Coaching Tips

You can also do this drill using colored balls. Color one red and one blue ball using a

permanent marker. Toss both balls and call out “Red!” or “Blue!” for the hitter to

identify.

Make it harder: Write “1” on one of the balls and “2” on the other. Call out the number

for the hitter to identify.

Make it easier: Tell the hitter which ball to hit in advance. Start with 5 consecutive high,

then 5 consecutive low. Then mix it up.



drop ball drill

Purpose

Emphasizes getting into trigger position.

Drill Setup

Batter gets in stance in front of net.

Coach stands to the opposite side of the batter holding a ball.

How it Works

Coach holds out the baseball. He then says “trigger.”1.

Batter makes a short stride and triggers the bat back.2.

Coach drops the ball and the batter hits it.3.

Coaching Tips

To show a batter the importance of the trigger stride drop a ball without saying “trigger”

first. It’s almost impossible for the batter to hit the ball. But when the coach says

“trigger” and the player gets their hands moving it becomes much easier.

This drill simulates a high speed fastball to the batter and really stresses the

importance of getting the hands moving in order to hit that ball.



3 pitch sets

Purpose

A fun, game-like drill that practices hitting,

baserunning and fielding.

Drill Setup

Split your players into three even teams

of roughly 4-5 players each.

Two teams fill out the defensive positions

while the third team is on offense.

Set up a pitching machine or have a coach

soft-toss to the hitters.

How it Works

The first offensive player steps to the plate and with a bat and helmet.1.

Hitter receives two sets of three pitches. Each set will have a specific focus defined by

the Coach. The hitter earns one point for each successfully executed hit.

2.

For the first set, the hitter will lay down three bunts – a sac bunt up the left side, a sac

bunt up the right side, and a push bunt through the gap for a base hit.

3.

For the second set, the hitter will execute a ground ball up the left side, then a ground

ball up the right side, then a sacrifice fly with a runner on third.

4.

After each hitter has completed his two sets, rotate the teams and repeat. 6. The team

with the most points at the end wins the drill.

5.

Coaching Tips

You can also do this drill in the batting cage or any open field space. Just use verbal

cues.

Make it harder: Add live baserunners. Ask the hitter to place their hits into certain gaps

on the field.

Make it easier: Allow two attempts for each hit.



bunt off drill

Purpose

A fun, competitive game that improves bunting accuracy and consistency.

Drill Setup

Using cones or chalk, mark off an area similar to the diagram below.

Split your players into teams of 3-5 kids.

If you have access to a pitching machine, set it up at the pitchers mound. If not, a coach

will pitch from 30-40 feet away.

The first team is at the plate with helmets and bats.

The other teams are in the infield to shag balls.

How it Works

This drill is a bunting accuracy contest between the groups of player.1.

Each batter gets 3-5 pitches from the pitching machine or coach.2.

Every successful bunt into the scoring zone earns their team one point.3.

Rotate through the teams until every player has had a chance.4.

The team with the most points wins a prize.5.

Coaching Tips

Adjust the boundaries of the scoring zone so it’s appropriate for the size of your field

and your team’s competitive level.

You can also do this drill in a Knockout format. Each player gets one pitch. If they

successfully bunt into the scoring zone, they’re still alive. If not, they are eliminated.

Continue until only one player is left.

Make it harder: Add a scoring zone for push bunts between the infield positions.

Make it easier: Make the scoring zones larger and easier to bunt into.


